
MATERIALS

Patons Canadiana (100% acrylic, 100 g/3.5 oz, 187 m/205 yds)
5 skeins Pale Teal, 2 skeins Medium Teal, 3 skeins White
Size H/5.00mm hook, scissors, tapestry needle
Optional Link to YouTube Video Tutorial: https://youtu.be/rgIqQZhufsU
 
SIZE

Finished size 32 in x 34 in
Gauge 4 in = 16 st and 12 rows of pattern

STITCHES

Single Crochet (SC): Insert your hook, yarn over (YO) and pull up a loop, YO and pull through two loops
on hook. 

Double Crochet (DC): YO, insert your hook, YO and pull up a loop, YO, pull through two loops, YO,
pull through remaining two loops.

Alternating these two stitches is generally called the "Griddle Stitch" or also "Lemon Peel Stitch." 
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PATTERN

Chain 113 in White.

ROW 1: Work 1 SC into the second chain from the hook. DC into the next chain. SC into the next chain.
DC into the next, pulling through with Pale Teal on the last step of the stitch. Work alternating SC and
DC in each of the next 4 chains, crocheting over the white tail, bringing it along with you as you work and
then pulling through with White on the fourth stitch. 

Follow the graph (see below), reading it right to left, alternating the SC and DC, making the necessary color
changes. When you reach the end of the graph at stitch #56, repeat the graph from stitch #29 through #56
two more times. CH 1 and turn. 

Tip: Each teal section is 4 stitches wide, and the white sections are 4 stitches wide, or 8 stitches in the wider
sections. You will always end a stitch section with a DC and pull through with the new color. The last stitch of
the row will be in White and will be a DC. 

ROW 2: Bringing the Pale Teal color around the end of the work, work 1 SC into the top of the DC of the
row below, working over the tail of Pale Teal. Follow the graph for color changes and reading the graph left
to right. CH 1 and turn. 

ROWS 3 and 4: Continue working in the same manner as previous rows, and according to the graph. Pull
through with Pale Teal at the end of ROW 4 and leave the White behind. (You may choose to carry the
White up the side of the blanket or cut and weave in the tail later.) 

Alternate Pale Teal and Medium Teal according to the graph for Rows 5-8. At the end of Row 8, change
back to White and leave Medium Teal off. (Again, you may choose to carry the Medium Teal up the side or
cut and weave in later.)

Continue following the graph for 32 rows. Then Repeat rows 1 - 32 one time. End the blanket by repeating
rows 1 - 28. 

On the last stitch of your blanket, pull through with the Pale Teal and place a stitch marker, do not cut, (we
will start the border from this stitch) but weave in all ends before starting the border. 

BORDER

ROUND 1: CH 1 and turn. Work alternating SC and DC in each stitch across the row with Pale Teal.
When you reach the corner work 3 stitches into the corner space to continue the alternating SC, DC
pattern. (Meaning: if you arrive at the corner and the stitch before is a DC, then "SC, DC, SC" into the
corner space.) 



Continue working alternating SC and DC down the side of the blanket working approximately 5 stitches
per every 4 rows, and as evenly as possible. Repeat the instructions for the corner space and repeat the
alternating SC and DC stitches across the bottom and other side of the blanket. Join with a slip stitch to the
starting stitch of the round. CH 1 and turn. 

ROUND 2: Work alternating SC and DC into each stitch around, making sure SC are worked into the
tops of DC and DC are worked into SC, also working 3 stitches into each corner to maintain the pattern
sequence. Join with the first stitch of the round with a slip stitch, CH 1 and turn. 

ROUNDS 3 - 5: Repeat round 2 instructions. 

Final Note: You may have noticed that in the picture of my blanket my starting and ending sections of the
blanket have 6 rows instead of 4. I had worked the extra two rows at the first of the blanket without realizing
it until I had worked the first set of nine squares and I didn't have the bravery to undo it. So I decided to end
the blanket with a final 6 rows to match. After photographing it, I wish my mistake would have been to work 8
rows so it matched the 8 rows that separate the "nine squares." So it's up to you if you want to do that or follow
the graph as given.

xo, Tiffany
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